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In 18-something-or-other, Mary Godwin, 

daughter of the late activist-writer Mary 

Wollstonecraft, aches to pen an epic tale. 

Across town, Ada Byron is furious when 

inventor Charles Babbage openly claims 

her mathematical work as his own. Enter Miss Stamp, a fae 

godmother who brings the girls together and teaches them 

how to use their powers of creation. Thus empowered, Ada 

constructs Practical Automaton Number One (aka PAN), 

made of a meticulously calculated clockwork system—that  

is, the first-ever computer program. However, one dark and 

stormy night, when lightning and Mary’s untrained fae 

abilities collide, PAN comes to life and falls head over heels 

for Mary. Meanwhile, physicist Giovanni Aldini gets wind  

of PAN’s existence and, desperate to wrest the girls’ life-

giving secret from them, surreptitiously follows Mary and 

Ada to Switzerland, where they’ve located Lord Byron and 

poet Percy Shelley. Subterfuge and a shockingly satisfying 

climax at last inspire Mary to write a masterpiece. The high-

voltage fifth book of this series headlining historic Marys—

all penned by Hand, Brodi Ashton, and Jodi Meadows—

continues the tradition of being rooted in history while 

playfully accommodating fantastical elements, fact-bending 

chronologies, and entertaining anachronisms, including  

laugh-out-loud references to Monty Python, James Bond,  

Star Trek’s Borg, The Clash, Pat Benatar, and more. 

Celebrating women who have made important contributions 

to STEM and the arts, this creative take on Mary and Ada is 

electrifying. — Jeanne Fredriksen 
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